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Three 2011 ISU graduates created virtual business called Coach Charles to help others launch
new businesses.

“Coach Charles is basically an experienced business coach. He’s dynamic, uses artificial
intelligence, and helps you just move forward,” Mike Somers, ISU alumni and Coach Charles
owner, said.

“He uses basic things like normal business coaches do like setting good goals and keeping
people motivated to accomplish the goals,” Somers added.

The virtual business coach uses artificial intelligence to educate, inform, and motivate his
entrepreneur clients through an interactive virtual user interface, according to the Coach
Charles website.

Mike Somers, Ben Taylor, and Shawn Rhoney plan to release the virtual coach by 2013.

“Ben and I are the two original founders,” Somers said. “We’ve known we wanted to do
something to help entrepreneurs all the way since our junior year.”

The virtual coach idea first came about when Somers and Taylor entered E-day, the
Entrepreneurship Day Competition.

“Teams write a business plan, the judges judge the business plan and an oral presentation,”
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Taylor said.

There are two rounds to this competition, each having to do with sufficient evaluation. Though
the two grads did not win, they are grateful for the results they did receive, and where they
stand now.

The two original owners found their third co-owner, Rhoney, who helped them further build the
virtual coach.

“One day I was just walking through the Quad and I heard Shawn talking with another developer
about web applications,” Somers said.

“I talked to him about it and he came to our team-up event, which is a way for people across
campus to come together and form a bunch of teams for entrepreneurship,” he added.

Since gaining Rhoney in October, the business owners have grown exponentially to 15 people
on their advisory board, Somers explained.

The advisory board consists of people from New York and Chicago, technicians, local business
owners, and local advisors.

The Coach Charles staff is additionally creating internship programs with the State Farm Hall of
Business and with the ISU computer science department.
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“We’re going to be bringing in many interns that will have a great opportunity to learn the agile
processes,” Somers explained.

“With one intern helping out already, the team is rock and rolling,” Taylor said.

It costs $99.87 a month to get on-the-go access to Coach Charles. Access includes all
workshops with tools.

To learn additional details about the virtual business coach, visit 1vbc.co. For internship
information, visit 1vbc.co/jobs.
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